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Abstract
The role of Web search queries has been
demonstrated in the extraction of attributes
of instances and classes, or of sets of related instances and their class labels. This
paper explores the acquisition of opendomain commonsense knowledge, usually available as factual knowledge, from
Web search queries. Similarly to previous work in open-domain information extraction, knowledge extracted from text
- in this case, from queries - takes the
form of lexicalized assertions associated
with open-domain classes. Experimental
results indicate that facts extracted from
queries complement, and have competitive
accuracy levels relative to, facts extracted
from Web documents by previous methods.

1

Introduction

Motivation: Open-domain information extraction methods (Etzioni et al., 2005; Pennacchiotti and Pantel, 2009; Wang and Cohen, 2009;
Kozareva and Hovy, 2010; Wu et al., 2012) aim
at distilling text into knowledge assertions about
classes, instances and relations among them (Etzioni et al., 2011). Ideally, the assertions would
complement or expand upon knowledge available in popular, human-created resources such as
Wikipedia (Remy, 2002) and Freebase (Bollacker
et al., 2008), reducing costs and scalability issues associated with manual editing, curation and
maintenance of knowledge.
Candidate knowledge assertions extracted from
text for various instances and classes (Banko et al.,
2007; Cafarella et al., 2008; Wu and Weld, 2010)

must satisfy several constraints in order to be useful. First, their boundaries must be correctly identified within the larger context (e.g., a document
sentence) from which they are extracted. In practice, this is a challenge with arbitrary Web documents, where even instances and class labels that
are complex nouns, and thus still shorter than candidate assertions, are difficult to precisely detect
and pick out from surrounding text (Downey et
al., 2007). This causes the extraction of assertions
like companies may “be in the process”, hurricanes may “run from june”, or video games may
“make people” (Fader et al., 2011). Second, the
assertions must be correctly associated with their
corresponding instance or class. In practice, tagging and parsing errors over documents of arbitrary quality may cause the extracted assertions to
be associated with the wrong instances or classes.
Examples are video games may “watch movies”,
or video games may “read a book”. Third, the assertions, even if true, must refer to relevant properties or facts, rather than to statements of little
or no practical interest to anyone. In practice,
relevant properties may be difficult to distinguish
from uninteresting statements in Web documents.
Consequently, assertions extracted from Web documents include the facts that companies may “say
in a statement”, or that hurricanes may “be just
around the corner” or may “be in effect”.
Contributions: This paper explores the use of
Web search queries, as opposed to Web documents, as a textual source from which knowledge pertaining to open-domain classes can be
extracted. Previous explorations of the role of
queries in information extraction include the acquisition of attributes of instances (Alfonseca
et al., 2010) and of classes (Van Durme and
Paşca, 2008); the acquisition of sets of related
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instances (Sekine and Suzuki, 2007; Jain and
Pennacchiotti, 2010) and their class labels (Van
Durme and Paşca, 2008; Pantel et al., 2012); the
disambiguation of instances mentioned in queries
relative to entries in external knowledge repositories (Pantel and Fuxman, 2011) and its application in query expansion (Dalton et al., 2014); and
the extraction of the most salient of the instances
mentioned in a given Web document (Gamon et
al., 2013). In comparison, this paper shows that
queries also lend themselves to the acquisition of
factual knowledge beyond attributes, like the facts
that companies may “buy back stock”, hurricanes
may “need warm water”, and video games may
“come out on tuesdays”.
To extract knowledge assertions for diverse
classes of interest to Web users, the method applies simple extraction patterns to queries. The
presence of the source queries, from which the assertions are extracted, is in itself deemed evidence
that the Web users who submitted the queries
find the assertions to be relevant and not just random statements. Experimental results indicate that
knowledge assertions extracted from queries complement, and have competitive accuracy levels relative to, knowledge extracted from Web documents by previous methods.

2

Extraction from Queries

Queries as Knowledge: Users tend to formulate their Web search queries based on knowledge that they already possess at the time of the
search (Paşca, 2007). Therefore, search queries
play two roles simultaneously: in addition to requesting new information, they indirectly convey
knowledge in the process.
A fact corresponds to a property that, together
with other properties, help define the semantics of
the class and its interaction with other classes. The
extraction of factual knowledge from queries starts
from the intuition that, if a fact F is relevant for a
class C, then users are likely to ask for various
aspects of the fact F , in the context of the class
C. If companies may “pay dividends” or “get audited”, and such properties are relatively prominent for companies, then users eventually submit
queries to inquire about the facts.
Often, queries will be simple concatenations of
keywords: “companies pay dividends” or perhaps
“company dividends”, “audit companies”. Since
there are no restrictions on the linguistic structure

Target classes
Actor: {actors, ...}
Disease: {diseases, illnesses, medical conditions, ...}
Hurricane: {hurricanes, ...}

Query logs
how does an actor prepare for a role how do actors get an agent
how do actors get paid why do actors need to warm up
why are actors left handed how do actors memorize their lines
how is a disease transmitted how are diseases inherited from parents
how is a disease treated how is a disease diagnosed
how do diseases enter the body how does a disease mutate
why does a hurricane weaken over land how are hurricanes predicted
why does a hurricane lose strength over land how is a hurricane forecasted
why does a hurricane have an eye how does a hurricane dissipate
Extracted facts
Actor: {prepare for a role, get an agent, get paid, be left handed,
need to warm up, memorize their lines, ...}
Disease: {be transmitted, be inherited from parents, be treated,
be diagnosed, enter the body, mutate, ...}
Hurricane: {weaken over land, be predicted, lose strength over land,
be forecasted, have an eye, dissipate, ...}

Figure 1: Overview of extraction of knowledge
from Web search queries

of keyword-based queries, extracting facts from
such queries would be difficult. But if queries are
restricted to fact-seeking questions, the expected
format of the questions makes it easier to identify the likely boundaries of the class and the fact
mentioned in the queries. Queries such as “why
does a (company)C (pay dividends)F ” and “how
do (companies)C (get audited)F ”, follow the linguistic structure, even if minimal, imposed by formulating the query as a question. This allows one
to approximate the location of the class C, possibly towards the beginning of the query; the start of
the fact F , possibly as the verb immediately following the class; and the end of the fact, which
possibly coincides with the end of the query.
Acquisition from Queries: The extraction
method proposed in this paper takes as input a set
of target classes, each of which is available as a
set of class descriptors, i.e., phrases that describe
the class. It also has access to a set of anonymized
queries. As illustrated in Figure 1, the method selects queries that contain a class descriptor and
what is deemed to be likely a fact. It outputs
ranked lists of facts for each class. The extraction consists in several stages: 1) the selection of
a subset of queries that refer to a class in a form
that suggests the queries inquire about a fact of the
class; 2) the extraction of facts, from query fragments that describe the property of interest to users
submitting the queries; and 3) the aggregation and
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ranking of facts of a class.
Extraction Patterns: In order to determine
whether a query contains a fact for a class, the
query is matched against the extraction patterns
from Table 1.
The use of targeted patterns in relation extraction has been suggested before (Hearst, 1992;
Fader et al., 2011; Mesquita et al., 2013). Specifically, in (Tokunaga et al., 2005), the patterns “A of
D” or “what is the A of D” extract noun-phrase A
attributes from queries and documents, for phrase
descriptors D of the class. In our case, the patterns are constructed such that they match questions that likely inquire about the reason why, or
manner in which, a relevant fact F may hold for
a class C. For example, the first pattern from Table 1 matches the queries “why does a company
pay dividends” and “why do video games come
out on tuesdays”. These queries seek explanations
for why certain properties may hold for companies
and video games respectively.
A class C can be mentioned in queries through
lexicalized, phrase descriptors D that capture its
meaning. The descriptors D of the class C
may be available as non-disambiguated items, i.e.,
as strings (companies, firms, businesses, video
games); or as disambiguated items, that is, as
pointers to knowledge base entries with a disambiguated meaning (Company, Video Game). In the
first case, the matching of a query fragment, on
one hand, to the portion of an extraction pattern
corresponding to the class C, on the other hand,
consists in simple string matching with one of the
descriptors D specified for C. In the second case,
the matching requires that the disambiguation of
the query fragment, in the context of the query,
matches the desired disambiguated meaning of C
from the pattern. The subset of queries matching
any of the extraction patterns, for any descriptor
D of a class C, are the queries that contribute to
extracting facts of the class C.
If a pattern from Table 1 employs a form of the
auxiliary verb “be”, the extracted facts are modified by having the verb “be” inserted at their beginning. For example, the fact “be stored sideways” is extracted from the query “why is wine
stored sideways”. In all patterns, the candidate
fact is required to start with a verb that acts as the
predicate of the query.
Ranking of Facts: Facts of a class C are aggregated from facts of individual class descriptors D.

Extraction Pattern
→ Examples of Matched Queries
why [does|did|do] [a|an|the|<nothing>] D F
→ why does a (company)D (pay dividends)F
→ why do (planes)D (take longer to fly west than east)F
→ why do (video games)D (come out on tuesdays)F
why [is|was|were] [a|an|the|<nothing>] D F
→ why are (cars)D (made of steel)F
→ why is a (newspaper)D (written in columns)F
→ why is (wine)D (stored sideways)F
how [does|did|do] [a|an|the|<nothing>] D F
→ how does a (company)D (use financial statements)F
→ how does (food)D (get absorbed)F
→ how do (stadiums)D (get cleaned)F
how [is|was|were] [a|an|the|<nothing>] D F
→ how are (hurricanes)D (predicted)F
→ how is a (treaty)D (ratified)F
→ how is a (cell phone)D (unlocked)F

Table 1: The extraction patterns match queries
likely to inquire about facts of a class (D=a phrase
acting as a class descriptor; F =a sequence of tokens whose first token is the head verb of the
query)
A fact F is deemed more relevant for C if the fact
is extracted for more of the descriptors D of the
class C, and for fewer descriptors D that do not
belong to the class C. Concretely, the score of a
fact for a class is the lower bound of the Wilson
score interval (Brown et al., 2001):
Score(F, C) = LowBound(W ilson(N+ , N− ))

where:
• the number of positive observations N+ is
the number of queries for which the fact A is
extracted for some descriptor D of the class C,
|{Query(D, A)}D∈C |; and
• the number of negative observations N− is
the number of queries for which the fact F is extracted for some descriptors D outside of the class
C, |{Query(D, A)}D∈C
/ |.
The scores are internally computed at 95% confidence. Facts of each class are ranked in decreasing order of their scores. In case of ties, facts are
ranked in decreasing order of the frequency sum
of the source queries from which the facts are extracted.

3 Experimental Setting
Textual Data Sources: The experiments rely
on a random sample of around 1 billion fullyanonymized Web search queries in English. The
sample is drawn from queries submitted to a
general-purpose Web search engine. Each query
is available independently from other queries, and
is accompanied by its frequency of occurrence in
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Target Class (class descriptors to be looked up in queries)
Actor (actors)
Mountain (mountains)
Aircraft (planes)
Movie (movies)
Award (awards) NationalPark (national parks)
Battle (battles)
NbaTeam (nba teams)
Car (cars)
Newspaper (newspapers)
CartoonChar
Painter
(cartoon characters)
(painters)
CellPhone
ProgLanguage
(cell phones)
(programming languages)
ChemicalElem (elements)
Religion (religions)
City (cities)
River (rivers)
Company (companies) SearchEngine (search engines)
Country (countries)
SkyBody (celestial bodies)
Currency (currencies)
Skyscraper (skyscrapers)
DigitalCamera
SoccerClub
(digital cameras)
(soccer teams)
Disease (diseases)
SportEvent (sport events)
Drug (drugs)
Stadium (stadiums)
Empire
TerroristGroup
(empires)
(terrorist groups)
Flower (flowers)
Treaty (treaties)
Food (foods)
University (universities)
Holiday (holidays)
VideoGame (video games)
Hurricane (hurricanes)
Wine (wines)

Table 2: Set of 40 target classes used in the evaluation of extracted facts
the query logs.
Target Classes: Table 2 shows the set of 40 target classes for evaluating the extracted facts. Similar evaluation strategies were followed in previous work (Paşca, 2007). As illustrated earlier in
Figure 1, a target class consists in a small set of
phrase descriptors. The phrase descriptors are selected such that they best approximate the meaning of the class. In general, the descriptors can be
selected and expanded with any strategy from any
source. One such possible source might be synonym sets from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). Following a stricter strategy, the sets of descriptors
in our experiments contain only one phrase each,
manually selected to match the target class. Examples are the sets of phrase descriptors {actors}
for the class Actor and {nba teams} for NbaTeam.
The occurrence of a descriptor (nba teams) in
a query (“how do nba teams make money”) is
deemed equivalent to a mention of the corresponding class (NbaTeam) in that query. Each set of descriptors of a class is then expanded (not shown in
Table 2), to also include the singular forms of the
descriptors (e.g., nba team for nba teams). Further
inclusion of additional descriptors would increase
the coverage of the extracted facts.
Experimental Runs: The baseline run RD is
the extraction method introduced in (Fader et al.,

2011). The method produces triples of an instance
or a class, a text fragment capturing a fact, and another instance or class. In these experiments, the
second and third elements of each triple are concatenated together, giving pairs of an instance or
a class, and a fact applying to it. The baseline
run is applied to around 500 million Web documents in English. 1 In addition to the baseline run,
the method introduced in this paper constitutes the
second experimental run RQ . Facts extracted by
the two experimental runs are directly comparable: both are text snippets extracted from the respective sources of text - documents in the case of
RD , or queries in the case of RQ .
Parameter Settings: Queries that match any of
the extraction patterns from Table 1 are syntactically parsed (Petrov et al., 2010), in order to verify
that the first token of an extracted fact is the head
verb of the query. Extracted facts that do not satisfy the constraint are discarded. A positive side
effect of doing so is to avoid extraction from some
of the particularly subjective queries. For example, facts extracted from the queries “why is (A)
evil” or “why is (B) ugly”, where (A) and (B) are
the name of a company and actress respectively,
are discarded.

4 Evaluation Results
Accuracy: The measurement of recall requires
knowledge of the complete set of items (in our
case, facts) to be extracted. Unfortunately, this
number is often unavailable in information extraction tasks in general (Hasegawa et al., 2004), and
fact extraction in particular. Indeed, the manual
enumeration of all facts of each target class, to
measure recall, is unfeasible. Therefore, the evaluation focuses on the assessment of accuracy.
Following evaluation methodology from prior
work (Paşca, 2007), the top 50 facts, from a ranked
lists extracted for each target class, are manually
assigned correctness labels. A fact is marked as
vital, if it must be present among representative
facts of the class; okay, if it provides useful but
non-essential information; and wrong, if it is incorrect (Paşca, 2007). For example, the facts “run
on kerosene”, “be delayed” and “fly wiki” are annotated as vital, okay and wrong respectively for
the class Aircraft. To compute the precision score
1
At the time when the experiments were conducted, the
facts were extracted by the baseline run from English documents in the ClueWeb collection, and were accessible at
http://reverb.cs.washington.edu.
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Target Class: Sample of Extracted Facts (with Source
Queries)
Actor (may): prepare for a role (how does an actor prepare
for a role), get an agent (how do actors get an agent), do love
scenes (how do actors do love scenes), get paid (how do actors
get paid), be left handed (why are actors left handed), need to
warm up (why do actors need to warm up)
Company (may): buy back stock (how does a company buy
back stock), go public (why does a company go public), buy
back shares (why do companies buy back shares), incorporate
in delaware (why do companies incorporate in delaware), pay
dividends (why does a company pay dividends), merge (how
do companies merge)
Hurricane (may): weaken over land (why does a hurricane
weaken over land), be predicted (how are hurricanes predicted), lose strength over land (why does a hurricane lose
strength over land), have an eye (why does a hurricane have
an eye), be forecasted (how is a hurricane forecasted), dissipate (how does a hurricane dissipate), lose strength (how do
hurricanes lose strength)

Target Class: Sample of Extracted Facts (with Source
Queries)
Car (may): backfire (why does a car backfire), burn oil (why
do cars burn oil), pull to the right (why do cars pull to the
right), pull to the left (why does a car pull to the left), catch
on fire (how does a car catch on fire), run hot (why do cars
run hot), get repossessed (why do cars get repossessed)
Disease (may): be transmitted (how is a disease transmitted),
be inherited from parents (how are diseases inherited from
parents), affect natural selection (how do diseases affect natural selection), be treated (how is a disease treated), affect the
conquest of the americas (how did diseases affect the conquest
of the americas), be diagnosed (how is a disease diagnosed)
NbaTeam (may): make money (how does an nba team make
money), communicate to win (how does an nba team communicate to win), want expiring contracts (why do nba teams
want expiring contracts), make the playoffs (how do nba
teams make the playoffs), get their names (how do nba teams
get their names), do sign and trades (why do nba teams do
sign and trades), lose money (how do nba teams lose money)

Table 3: Examples of facts extracted for various classes by run RQ
Class

Actor
Aircraft
Award
Battle
Car
CartoonChar
CellPhone
ChemicalElem
City
Company
Country
Currency
DigitalCamera
Disease
Drug
Empire
Flower
Food
Holiday
Hurricane

@10
RD
RQ
0.60 0.85
0.50 0.95
0.50 0.25
0.25 0.45
0.55 0.80
0.25 0.60
0.75 0.90
0.45 0.90
0.30 0.80
0.60 0.95
0.30 0.85
0.40 0.90
0.30 0.90
0.55 0.90
0.20 0.95
0.15 0.45
0.60 0.90
0.65 0.80
0.30 0.25
0.40 0.80

Precision
@20
RD
RQ
0.57 0.85
0.42 0.87
0.45 0.25
0.42 0.46
0.62 0.82
0.22 0.57
0.75 0.82
0.45 0.72
0.27 0.67
0.57 0.95
0.25 0.90
0.25 0.85
0.35 0.85
0.60 0.70
0.30 0.87
0.12 0.52
0.50 0.80
0.55 0.85
0.17 0.22
0.37 0.77

Class
@50
RD
RQ
0.60 0.83
0.47 0.81
0.52 0.23
0.38 0.44
0.52 0.75
0.18 0.55
0.55 0.82
0.54 0.72
0.27 0.63
0.53 0.91
0.20 0.83
0.22 0.73
0.42 0.77
0.64 0.60
0.40 0.78
0.23 0.49
0.48 0.78
0.43 0.85
0.19 0.14
0.32 0.73

Mountain
Movie
NationalPark
NbaTeam
Newspaper
Painter
ProgLanguage
Religion
River
SearchEngine
SkyBody
Skyscraper
SoccerClub
SportEvent
Stadium
TerroristGroup
Treaty
University
VideoGame
Wine
Average-Class

@10
RD
RQ
0.20 0.75
0.40 0.20
0.40 0.70
0.60 0.75
0.25 0.80
0.30 0.75
0.20 0.75
0.10 0.80
0.65 0.95
0.40 0.70
0.55 0.00
0.45 0.85
0.35 0.15
0.30 0.00
0.50 0.85
0.90 0.55
1.00 0.75
0.10 0.95
0.20 0.90
0.70 1.00
0.43 0.71

Precision
@20
RD
RQ
0.10 0.72
0.37 0.20
0.32 0.72
0.42 0.80
0.32 0.55
0.40 0.65
0.25 0.72
0.30 0.70
0.70 0.87
0.37 0.65
0.32 0.00
0.37 0.77
0.37 0.33
0.27 0.00
0.50 0.77
0.70 0.55
0.90 0.75
0.05 0.92
0.25 0.85
0.60 0.87
0.40 0.67

@50
RD
RQ
0.05 0.55
0.40 0.32
0.30 0.69
0.20 0.77
0.44 0.59
0.42 0.61
0.25 0.70
0.13 0.69
0.54 0.57
0.38 0.64
0.28 0.00
0.24 0.78
0.41 0.31
0.32 0.00
0.47 0.75
0.55 0.53
0.77 0.59
0.10 0.70
0.28 0.77
0.56 0.70
0.38 0.63

Table 4: Relative accuracy of facts extracted from documents in run RD , vs. facts extracted from queries
in run RQ
over a set of facts, the correctness labels are converted to numeric values: vital to 1.0, okay to 0.5,
and wrong to 0.0. Precision is the sum of the correctness values of the facts, divided by the number
of facts. Table 3 shows a sample of facts extracted
from queries by run RQ , which are judged to be
vital or okay.

tween the two runs, for example 0.22 (RD ) and
0.73 (RQ ) for the class Currency at rank 50, but
0.77 (RD ) and 0.59 (RQ ) for Treaty. Run RQ fails
to extract any facts for two of the target classes,
SkyBody and SportEvent. Therefore, it receives no
credit for those classes during the computation of
precision.

Table 4 provides a comparison of precision at
ranks 10, 20 and 50, for each of the 40 target
classes and as an average over all target classes.
The scores vary from one class to another and be-

Over all target classes, run RQ is superior to run
RD , with relative precision boosts of 65% (0.71
vs. 0.43) at rank 10, 67% at rank 20, and 65% at
rank 50. The results show that facts extracted from
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Run: [Ranked Facts Extracted from Text for a Sample of Classes]
Class: Actor (may):
RD : [do a great job, get the part, play their roles, play their parts, play their characters, be on a theatre, die aged 81, be all
great, deliver their lines, portray their characters, take on a role, be best known for his role, play the role of god, be people,
give great performances, bring the characters to life, wear a mask, be the one, have chemistry, turn director, read the script, ..]
RQ : [prepare for a role, get an agent, do love scenes, get paid, be left handed, need to warm up, get started, get paid so much,
memorize their lines, get ripped so fast, remember their lines, make themselves cry, learn their lines, jump out of a window
in times square, lose weight so fast, play dead, be paid, kiss, remember lines, memorize lines, get discovered, get paid for
movies, go uncredited, say break a leg, get their start, have perfect skin, become actors, ..]
Class: Car (may):
RD : [get a tax write-off, can be more competitive than airline rates, be in good condition, be first for second hand cars, be in
the shop, relocate to a usa firm, be in motion, come to a stop, hire companies, be in great shape, be for sale, hire service from
spain, ride home, be on fire, use the autos.com, come to a halt, catch fire, be on road, be on display, go on sale, hit a tree, be
available for delivery, stop in front, be a necessity, go off the road, pull out in front, hire services, run out of gas, ..]
RQ : [backfire, burn oil, save ostriches from extinction, pull to the right, pull to the left, catch on fire, run hot, sputter, get
repossessed, have a top speed, be called a car, have gears, get impounded, be called cars, go to auction, called whip, made of
steel, get hot in the sun, shake at high speed, changed america, totaled, cut out, cut off while driving, fail emissions, protect
from lightning, run rich, lose oil, become electrically charged, cut off, flip over, know tire pressure, have a maximum speed,
require premium gas, shake at high speeds, stall out, cause acid rain, fog up, get stuck in park, need an oil change, ..]
Class: Company (may):
RD : [say in a statement, specialize in local moves, be in the process, go out of business, have been in business, be in business,
do business, file for bankruptcy, make money, be on track, say in a press release, be a place, have cut back on health insurance,
state in a press release, be on the verge, save money, be in talks, have helped thousands of consumers, reduce costs, go bust,
be in the midst, say in a release, be founded in 1999, be in trouble, be founded in 2000, be losing money, ..]
RQ : [buy back stock, go public, buy back shares, incorporate in delaware, pay dividends, merge, go global, go international,
use financial statements, verify education, expand internationally, go green, verify employment, need a website, choose to
form as a corporation, do market research, go private, diversify, go into administration, get on angies list, pay dividend, struck
off, buy back their shares, get audited, need a mission statement, repurchase common stock, spin off, get listed on the nyse,
create value, distribute dividends, need a strategic plan, ..]
Class: Mountain (may):
RD : [spot fever, meet the sea, be covered with snow, be covered in snow, be the place, come into view, be on fire, be fun,
fly fishing, be volcano, be moved out of their places, enjoy the exhilaration, meet the ocean, be available for hire, keep their
secrets, win the mwc in 2010, ..]
RQ : [affect rainfall, affect the climate of an area, affect climate, be measured, be formed, be created, be made, grow, affect
weather, have snow on top, affect solar radiation, affect temperature, be formed ks2, affect the weather, be built, affect people,
look blue, tops cold, affect neighboring climates, be formed video, help shape the development of greek civilization, be made
for kids, occur, affect the climate, be formed, be formed wikipedia, have roots, affect precipitation, exist, affect life on earth,
be formed kids, float in avatar, erode, have snow on the top, affect the political character of greece, help rain form, ..]

Table 5: Comparative top facts extracted for a sample of classes from documents (RD ) or queries (RQ )
queries have higher levels of accuracy.
Facts from Documents vs. Queries: Table 5
compares the top facts extracted by the two experimental runs for a sample of target classes. Most
commonly, erroneous facts are extracted by run
RD due to the extraction of relatively uninteresting properties (a Company may “say in a statement” or “be in the process”). Other errors in
RD are caused by wrong boundary detection of
facts within documents (a Company may “be in
the midst”), or by the association of a fact with the
wrong instance or class (a Car may “hire companies” or “hire services”).
As for facts extracted by run RQ , they are sometimes too informal, due to the more conversational nature of queries when compared to documents. Queries may suggest that a Car may “know
tire pressure”. Occasionally, similarly to facts
from documents, they have wrong boundaries (a
Mountain may “be made for kids” or “be formed

wikipedia”); and they may correspond to less interesting, or too specific, properties (a Company
may “incorporate in delaware”). Lastly, queries
may appear to be questions, but occasionally they
really are not. An example is the query “why did
the actor jump out of the window in times square”,
which may refer to a joke. When such queries
match one of the extraction patterns, they produce
wrong facts. Overall, Table 5 corroborates the
scores from Table 4. It suggests that a) facts extracted by either RD or RQ still need refinement,
before they can capture essential characteristics
of the respective classes and nothing else; and b)
facts extracted in run RQ have higher quality than
facts extracted in run RD . Indeed, because factseeking queries inquire about the value (or reason, or manner) of some relations of an instance,
the facts themselves tend to be more relevant than
facts extracted from arbitrary document sentences.
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An issue related to facts extracted from text

is their ability to capture the kind of “obvious”
commonsense knowledge (Zang et al., 2013) that
would be essential for machine-driven reasoning.
If it is obvious that “teachers give lectures”, how
likely is it for such information to be explicitly stated in documents or, even more interestingly, inquired about in queries? Anecdotal evidence gathered during experimentation suggests
that queries do produce many commonsense facts,
perhaps even surprisingly so given that a) queries
tend to be shorter and grammatically simpler than
document sentences; and b) the patterns in Table 1 are relatively more restrictive than the patterns used in (Fader et al., 2011). Indeed, the patterns in Table 1, when applied to queries like “why
do teachers give homework”, “why do teachers give grades”, actually produce commonsense
knowledge that teachers give homework, grades
(to their students). In fact, the quality of equivalent
facts extracted from documents in (Fader et al.,
2011) may be lower. Concretely, facts extracted
in (Fader et al., 2011) state that what teachers give
is students, class, homework and feedback, in this
order. The first two of these extractions are errors,
likely caused by the incorrect detection of complex entities and their inter-dependencies in document sentences (Downey et al., 2007).
A necessary condition for the usefulness of extracted facts is that the source text contain consistent, true information. But both documents and
queries may contain contradictory or false information, whether due to unsupported conjectures,
unintended errors or systematic campaigns that
fall under the scope of adversarial information retrieval (Castillo and Davison, 2011). The phenomena potentially affect prior work on Web-based
open-domain extraction, and potentially affect the
quality of facts extracted from queries in this paper. For example, facts extracted from queries like
“why do companies like obamacare” and “why do
companies hate obamacare” would be inconsistent, if not incorrect.
Occasionally, facts extracted from the two text
sources refer to the same properties. For example, a VideoGame may “be good for the hand-eye
coordination”, according to documents; and may
“improve hand eye coordination”, according to
queries. Nevertheless, facts derived from queries
likely serve as a complement, rather than replacement, of facts from documents. In particular, facts
extracted from queries make no attempt to iso-

late the value of the respective properties, whereas
facts extracted from documents usually do.
Stricter Comparison of Data Sources: In the
experiments described so far, distinct sets of patterns are applied in the experimental runs to documents vs. queries. More precisely, run RD applies the patterns introduced in (Fader et al., 2011)
to document sentences, whereas run RQ the patterns shown in Table 1 to queries. To more accurately gauge the role of queries vs. documents
in extracting facts from unstructured text, additional experiments isolate the effect of extracting
facts from different types of data sources. For
this purpose, the same set of patterns from Table 1 is matched against the sentences from around
500 million Web documents. The patterns are applied to document sentences converted to lowercase, similarly to how they are applied to queries.
This corresponds to a new experimental run RDS ,
which employs the same patterns as the earlier run
RQ but runs over document sentences instead of
queries.
As an average over the target classes, the precision of facts extracted by run RDS is 0.50, 0.47
and 0.44 at ranks 10, 20 and 50 respectively. Two
conclusions can be drawn from comparing these
scores with the average scores from the earlier Table 4. First, the average precision of run RDS is
higher than for run RD . In other words, when
extracting from document sentences in RDS and
RD , the patterns proposed in our method give
fewer and more accurate facts than the patterns
from (Fader et al., 2011). Second, although RDS is
more accurate than RD , it is less accurate than run
RQ . Note that, among the top 50 facts extracted
for each target class by runs RDS and RQ , an average of 13% of the facts are extracted by both runs.
There are several phenomena contributing to the
difference in precision. While inherently noisy,
queries tend to be more compact, and therefore
more focused. In comparison, document sentences
matching the patterns are often more convoluted
(e.g., “who do cities keep building stadiums despite study after study showing they do not make
money”, or “how does a company go from low
associate satisfaction to #15 on the fortune 100
best list in the midst of a crippling recession”).
Furthermore, both queries and sentences may not
be useful questions from which relevant facts can
be extracted, even when they match the extraction
patterns. However, anecdotal evidence suggests
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that this happens more frequently with document
sentences than with queries. Examples include
document sentences extracted from sites aggregating jokes (“why did the cell phone ask to see the
psychologist”). The results confirm that queries
represent an intriguing resource for fact extraction,
providing a useful complement to document sentences for the purpose of extracting facts.
Quantitative Results: From the set of queries
used as input in run RQ , 3.8% of all queries start
with why or how. In turn, 13.6% of them match
one of the extraction patterns from Table 1, and
therefore produce a candidate fact in RQ . In the
case of run RDS , 18.7% of the document sentences
that start with why or how match one of the patterns from Table 1.
Choice of Extraction Patterns: The sets of patterns sometimes employed in relation extraction
from documents (Hearst, 1992) occasionally benefit from the addition of new patterns, or the refinement into more specific patterns (Kozareva et
al., 2008). Similarly, the set of patterns proposed
in Table 1, which targets the extraction of facts
from queries, is neither exhaustive nor final. Other
patterns beyond why and how may prove useful,
whether they rely on relatively less frequent when
and where queries, or extract relations containing underspecified arguments from who or what
queries.
When applied to queries in run RQ , the how patterns from Table 1 match 3.3 times more queries
than the why patterns.
In separate experiments, why vs. how patterns
from Table 1 are temporarily disabled. The ratio of facts extracted on average per target class in
run RQ diminishes from 100% (with both patterns)
to 30% (with why only) or 70% (with how only).
Overall, no difference in accuracy is observed over
facts extracted by why vs. how patterns.
Choice of Phrase Descriptors: A separate experiment investigates the impact of expanding the sets
of phrase descriptors associated with each target
class. Among many possible strategies, each set of
phrase descriptors associated with a target class is
expanded automatically, using WordNet and distributional similarities. For this purpose, for each
target class, the set of synonyms and hyponyms of
all senses, if any, available in WordNet for each
phrase descriptor is intersected with the set of the
50 most distributionally similar phrases, if any,
available for each phrase descriptor. The origi-

nal set of phrase descriptors of each target class
is then expanded, to include the phrases from the
intersected set, if any.
A repository of distributionally similar phrases
is collected in advance following (Lin and Wu,
2009; Pantel et al., 2009), from a sample of around
200 million Web documents. Their intersection
with phrases collected from WordNet aims at reducing the noise associated with expansion solely
from either source. For example, for the class
Actor, the set of phrases {player, worker, heavy,
plant, actress, comedian, film star, ..} is collected
from WordNet for the descriptor actors. The set
is intersected with the set of phrases {film stars,
performers, comedians, actresses, ..} most distributionally similar to actors. Examples of sets
of phrase descriptors after expansion are {actors,
actresses, comedians, players, film stars, ..}, for
the class Actor; and {battles, naval battles, fights,
skirmishes, struggles, ..}, for Battle.
On average, the sets of phrase descriptors associated with each target class contains 2 vs. 11
phrases, before vs. after expansion. Some of the
sets of phrase descriptors, such as for the target
classes CartoonChar and DigitalCamera, remain
unchanged after expansion. As expected, expansion may introduce noisy phrase descriptors, such
as players for Actor, or diets for Food. The presence of noisy phrase descriptors lowers the precision of the extracted facts. After expansion, the
precision scores of RQ , as an average over all target classes, become smaller by 6% (0.71 vs. 0.67),
at rank 10; 6% (0.67 vs. 0.63), at rank 20; and 7%
(0.63 vs. 0.59), at rank 50. Expansion also affects
relative coverage, increasing the average number
of facts extracted by RQ per target class by more
than twice (i.e., by a factor of 2.6).
Redundant Facts: Due to lexical variation in
the source text fragments, some of the extracted
facts may be near-duplicates of one another. In
general, the phenomenon affects facts extracted
from text by previous methods (Van Durme and
Paşca, 2008; Etzioni et al., 2011; Fader et al.,
2011). In particular, it affects facts extracted from
both documents or queries in our experiments.
For example, the facts extracted from documents
for Actor include “play their roles”, “play their
parts”, “play their characters” and “portrayed
their characters”. Separately, the facts “memorize
their lines”, “remember their lines” and “learn
their lines” are extracted from queries for the class
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Actor. The automatic detection of equivalent facts
would increase the usefulness of facts extracted
from text in general, and of facts extracted by the
method presented here in particular.

5

Related Work

A variety of methods address the more general
task of acquisition of open-domain relations from
text, e.g., (Banko et al., 2007; Carlson et al., 2010;
Wu and Weld, 2010; Fader et al., 2011; Lao et
al., 2011; Mausam et al., 2012; Lopez de Lacalle and Lapata, 2013). In general, relations extracted from document sentences (e.g., “Claude
Monet was born in Paris”) are tuples of an argument (claude monet), a text fragment acting as the
lexicalized relation (was born in), and another argument (paris) (cf. (Banko et al., 2007; Fader et
al., 2011; Mausam et al., 2012)). For convenience,
the relation and second argument may be concatenated into a fact applying to the first argument, as
in “was born in paris” for claude monet. Relatively shallow tools like part of speech taggers,
or more complex tools like semantic taggers (Van
Durme et al., 2008; Van Durme et al., 2009) can be
employed in order to extract relations from document sentences. The former choice scales better
to Web documents of arbitrary quality, whereas
the latter could be more accurate over high-quality
documents such as news articles (Mesquita et
al., 2013). In both cases, document sentences
mentioning an instance or a class may refer to
properties of the instance that people other than
the author of the document are less likely to inquire about. Consequently, even top-ranked extracted relations occasionally include less informative ones, such as “come into view” for mount
rainier, “be on the table” for madeira wine, or
“allow for features” for javascript (Fader et al.,
2011).
Data available within Web documents, from
which relations are extracted in previous work,
includes unstructured (Banko et al., 2007; Fader
et al., 2011), structured (Raju et al., 2008) and
semi-structured text (Yoshinaga and Torisawa,
2007; Pasupat and Liang, 2014), layout formatting tags (Wong et al., 2008), itemized lists or tables (Cafarella et al., 2008). Another source is
human-compiled resources (Wu and Weld, 2010)
including infoboxes and category labels (Nastase
and Strube, 2008; Hoffart et al., 2013; Wang et
al., 2013; Flati et al., 2014) in Wikipedia, or topics

and relations in Freebase (Weston et al., 2013; Yao
and Van Durme, 2014).
Whether Web search queries are a useful textual data source for open-domain information extraction has been investigated in several tasks. Examples are collecting unlabeled sets of similar instances (Jain and Pennacchiotti, 2010), extracting attributes of instances (Alfonseca et al., 2010;
Paşca, 2014), identifying mentions in queries
of instances defined in a manually-created resource (Pantel et al., 2012), and extracting the
most salient of the instances mentioned within
Web documents (Gamon et al., 2013).
Other previous work shares the intuition that the
submission of Web search queries is influenced
by, and indicative of, various relations. Relations
are loosely defined, either by approximating them
via distributional similarities (Alfonseca et al.,
2009), or by exploring the acquisition of untyped,
similarity-based relations from query logs (BaezaYates and Tiberi, 2007). In both cases, the computed relations hold among full-length queries.
Untyped relations can also be identified among
query terms for the purpose of query reformulation (Wang and Zhai, 2008). More generally, the
choice of query substitutions may reveal various
relations among full queries or query terms (Jones
et al., 2006), but requires individual queries to be
connected to one another via query sessions or via
search-result click-through data.

6 Conclusion
Anonymized search queries submitted by Web
users represent requests for knowledge. Collectively, they can also be seen as informal, lexicalized knowledge assertions. By asking about a
property of some class, fact-seeking queries implicitly assert the relevance of the property for the
class.
Since Web search queries refer to properties
that Web users are collectively interested in, factual knowledge extracted from queries tends to be
more relevant than facts extracted from arbitrary
documents using previous methods. Current work
explores the extraction of facts from implicit rather
than explicit fact-seeking questions, that is, from
queries that do not start with a question prefix; and
the combination of queries as a source of more accurate facts, and documents as a source of more
numerous facts.
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